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n-grams have been used widely and suessfully for approximate string mathing inmany areas. s-grams have been introdued reently as an n-gram based mathingtehnique, where di-grams are formed of both adjaent and non-adjaent hara-ters. s-grams have proved suessful in approximate string mathing aross languageboundaries in Information Retrieval (IR). s-grams however lak preise de�nitions.Also their similarity omparison laks preise de�nition. In this paper, we give pre-ise de�nitions for both. Our de�nitions are developed in a bottom-up manner, onlyassuming harater strings and elementary mathematial onepts. Extending estab-lished praties, we provide novel de�nitions of s-gram pro�les and the L1 distanemetri for them. This is a stronger string proximity measure than the popular Ja-ard similarity measure beause Jaard is insensitive to the ounts of eah n-gramin the strings to be ompared. However, due to the popularity of Jaard in IR ex-periments, we de�ne the redution of s-gram pro�les to binary pro�les in order topreisely de�ne the (extended) Jaard similarity funtion for s-grams. We also showthat n-gram similarity / distane omputations are speial ases of our generalizedde�nitions.Key words: information retrieval, approximate string mathing, n-grams, s-grams
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1 Introdution
s-gram mathing is an approximate string mathing tehnique, where the textstrings ompared are deomposed into s-grams, i.e., into �xed length sub-strings. The degree of similarity between the strings an be omputed byomparing their s-gram sets. The idea dates bak to Shannon's MathematialTheory of Communiation (1948) and it has in earlier literature also been re-ferred to as n-grams (e.g. Pfei�er et al. (1996); Robertson and Willett (1998))or q-grams (e.g. Ukkonen (1992); Zobel and Dart (1996)). Typially n-gramsonsist of adjaent harater pairs, triples et. of the original strings. Thename s-gram originates from a study by Pirkola et al. (2002), who devised anovel lassi�ed s-gram mathing tehnique. In this tehnique the s-grams areformed of both adjaent and non-adjaent haraters of the text strings andlassi�ed into sets for omputing the similarity. The name s-gram omes fromthe word skip and points to the idea that a number of haraters are skippedwhen the substrings (s-grams) are formed. In the original study, Pirkola et al.(2002) found lassi�ed s-grams better than both un-lassi�ed s-grams and theadjaent n-grams in mathing ross-lingual spelling and monolingual morpho-logial variants.In the literature, the terminology used for referring to n-grams and s-gramshas varied. In this paper the term n-gram will be used to refer to the adjaent
n-grams only. The term s-gram is used when referring to both the adjaentand non-adjaent s-grams. Thus n-grams are a speial ase of s-grams, wherezero haraters are skipped when the substrings are formed. Di-grams areonventional n-grams where the substrings' length is two (n=2), for tri-grams
n is three. When referring to di�erent length s-grams expressions suh as s-di-grams and s-tri-grams will be used. Furthermore, if also the skip length ofan s-gram needs to be spei�ed, s-grams of length n and skip-length k will bereferred as sn,k-grams.
n-gram mathing is a widely used tehnique both within IR and outside (e.g.Ullman (1977); Ukkonen (1992); Pfei�er et al. (1996); Zobel and Dart (1996);O'Rourke et al. (1997); Robertson and Willett (1998); Downie and Nelson(2000); Uitdenbogerd and Zobel (2002); Pirkola et al. (2002); Keskustalo et al.(2003); MNamee and May�eld (2003); Grossman and Frieder (2004); Mahlekoet al. (2005); Toivonen et al. (2005)). Mahleko et al. (2005) give a formal de�ni-tion to n-grams. However, the lassi�ed s-grams found superior to n-grams ininformation retrieval appliations lak suh defendable de�nitions. Also theirsimilarity omparison (Pirkola et al., 2002) laks a stringent de�nition. Thispaper provides stringent de�nitions both for s-grams and their lassi�ed simi-larity omparison. We do this �rstly by formalizing the similarity omparisonproposed in (Pirkola et al., 2002). Seondly, we propose the use of distanemeasures used earlier in the literature and extend them for lassi�ed s-grams.2



As these have not been tested empirially so far, our work suggests that newemprial work be done.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Approximate mathing tehniquesand the use of s-grams in IR are disussed in Setion 2. In Setion 3 s-grams arepresented in more detail and an example appliation of the s-gram mathingtehnique is given. Setion 4 disusses prior formalizations of n-grams andSetion 5 presents our formalization of s-grams with n-grams as a speialase. Finally, Setion 6 provides disussion and onlusions.2 Approximate string mathing tehniques in IRApproximate string mathing tehniques are based on the expetation thattwo strings that have similar strings of haraters will have similar meaningand should therefore be regarded as being equivalent (Robertson and Willett,1998). Reognizing and measuring similarity in strings is useful in several situ-ations in IR as both natural morphologial word form variation and variationdue to e.g. typing errors or OCR (optial harater reognition) errors ourin databases. Reognizing suh word form variants as ourrenes of the samestring is essential as di�erent forms of a word represent the same onept andare therefore equal from the standpoint of users' requests (Pirkola et al., 2002).Cross-lingual spelling variation is a type of word form variation ourring be-tween languages. Espeially related languages often share a number of wordsthat have the same origin (e.g. Latin based words) and only di�er due to theorthographial di�erenes between the languages. Proper names and tehnialterms are typial examples of words where ross-lingual spelling variation o-urs (e.g. Brussels in Finnish is Bryssel). Approximate string mathing an beused in ross-language information retrieval (CLIR) to reognize ross-lingualspelling variants as equivalents. In CLIR, a soure language query is typi-ally translated into the target language with mahine-readable ditionaries.The general translation ditionaries often do not over most proper namesand tehnial terms, whih therefore remain untranslatable in queries. Theyan nevertheless often be reognized as similar by approximate mathing, andtherefore translated. This has a positive e�et on query translation as propernames and tehnial terms often are important query keys (Pirkola et al.,2002).The approximate similarity between strings an be measured with di�er-ent methods. Here, Soundex and its variant Phonix, Edit distane (ED),Longest ommon subsequene (LCS) and the s-gram tehnique will be dis-ussed. Soundex is an early phoneti mathing sheme of Odell and Russellfrom 1918 (Hall and Dowling, 1980) and Phonix its newer variant developed3



by Gadd in late 1980's (Zobel and Dart, 1996). Mathing shemes based onomparing the phoneti similarity of strings are language dependent teh-niques. Soundex and Phonix were developed for the English language butan be modi�ed for other languages (Pfei�er et al., 1996). They use phonetiodes based on grouping similar sounding letters together. Strings sharing thesame ode are assumed to be similar (Zobel and Dart, 1996). Phonix alsouses rules for letter-group transformations to provide ontext for the phonetiodes. Espeially Soundex makes quite ommonly the error of transformingdissimilar-sounding strings into the same ode, and Pfei�er et al. (1996) foundboth Soundex and Phonix learly inferior to n-grams in proper name math-ing. Zobel and Dart (1996) tested various string similarity tehniques for pho-neti mathing and found that an edit distane variant Editex that uses theletter-groupings of Soundex outperformed both Soundex and Phonix.Edit distanes (ED) are distane measures, whih ount the minimal numberof single harater instertions, deletions and replaements needed to transformone string to another. Di�erent operations an be assigned di�erent osts, de-pending on their likelihood (Navarro, 2001). ED is sometimes referred to asDamerau-Levenstein metri as Damerau and Levenstein developed the metriseparately during the 1960's. Damerau developed an early edit distane mea-sure for handling spelling errors, whih aepts a di�erene of one insertion,deletion, replaement or transposition of a harater in the strings ompared(Damerau, 1964). Pfei�er et al. (1996) and Zobel and Dart (1996) studieddi�erent approximate string mathing tehniques in name mathing and EDwas tested in both studies. While both found that ombining evidene fromdi�erent string mathing tehniques was the best solution, the results onern-ing the individual tehniques and speially ED and n-grams diverged: Pfei�eret al. (1996) found n-grams learly a better tehnique than the ED, whereasZobel and Dart (1996) reported that ED outperformed n-grams.LCS is a string mathing tehnique that measures the length of the longestpairing of haraters that an be made between two strings, so that the pair-ings respet the order of the letters (Navarro, 2001). O'Rourke et al. (1997)found LCS to be the best method for mathing historial word form variants(ompared to di- and tri-grams). They nevertheless onluded that di-gramswould be the method of hoie in an operational system due to LCS's highdemand on omputational time. Keskustalo et al. (2003) ompared s-gramsto di�erent length n-grams, ED and LCS in mathing ross-lingual spellingvariants and found that, where ED often outperforms the adjaent n-grams,the lassi�ed s-grams performed better than ED for all the six language pairsstudied. LCS was always inferior to s-grams and ED.The modern appliations of the n-gram mathing in IR are disussed in, e.g.,Grossman and Frieder (2004) and in Robertson and Willett (1998). The n-gram mathing, and its generalization s-gram mathing, are language indepen-4



dent tehniques and an therefore be easily applied to all languages in whihthe strings onsist of spae- or puntuation-delimited sequenes of haraters(Robertson and Willett, 1998). Grossman and Frieder (2004) point to n-gramappliations in handling OCR errors, spelling error orretion, text ompres-sion, authorship detetion, and disuss appliations in traditional text retrievalat some length. The present artile has its fous on s-gram mathing in in-formation retrieval (IR) and above all in ross-language information retrieval(CLIR) and therefore mainly IR researh is disussed. Results from severalstudies (Pfei�er et al., 1996; Pirkola et al., 2002; Keskustalo et al., 2003) sup-port the proposition that s-gram mathing is the hoie approximate stringmathing tehnique in IR and CLIR and therefore an extensive disussion ofother approximate mathing tehniques is not provided here.Biologial and geneti IR are appliation areas of s-grams, where the stringsompared an be thousands of haraters long and therefore higher value of
n may be used (Altshul et al., 1990; Bishop and Thompson, 1984; Milleret al., 1999). Califano and Rigoutsos (1993) proposed a sn,k-gram methodfor mathing moleule biologial sequenes. For large values of n and k (e.g.,
n > 10) the proposed method led to serious e�ieny problems due to thesize of the index needed for retrieval. Similar problems are faed when word-spanning n-grams are used for indexing doument olletions instead of word-based indexing (MNamee and May�eld, 2004): When the strings deomposedto n-grams are long (queries, douments) and the number of unique n-gramsin any olletion is bounded by |Σ|n, where |Σ| denotes the size of an alphabet
Σ, the index size grows rapidly with n. The value of n appropriate for n-grambased indexing varies with the language onsidered. The optimal value of nfor European languages is between 4�5 (MNamee and May�eld, 2004), asfor Chinese, where word based indexing faes di�ulties beause of the shortomings of the programs used for reognizing word boundaries, di-gram basedindexing has been popular (Chen et al., 1997) and index size is not a problem.The de�nitions given for n-grams in the present artile hold for these applia-tions. The approahes are nevertheless di�erent: in n-gram based indexing thevalue of n needs to be set high enough to ensure the disriminating power ofthe indexing features (n-grams). In the present artile the n-grams are seen asa word level string similarity measure used before a query is mathed againsta doument olletion. The problems with long text passages and high valuesof n are not addressed with length, as the average word length is well underten and as the fous is on (CL)IR, where n an be limited to low values. Thee�et that the lassi�ed s-grams speial features have for the index size isdisussed in more detail in Setion 6. 5



Table 1The skip-gram lasses for forming the s-di-grams with di�erent CCIs for the string
abradacabra.Type CCI s-gram lasses

s2,0 {0} {ab, br, ra, ad, da, ac, ca, ab, br, ra}

s2,1 {1} {ar, ba, rd, aa, dc, aa, cb, ar, ba}

s2,2 {2} {aa, bd, ra, ac, da, ab, cr, aa}

s2,{1,2} {1, 2} {ar, ba, rd, aa, dc, cb, ar, bd, ra, ac, da, ab, cr}

s2,{{0},{1,2}} {{0}, {1, 2}} {{ab, br, ra, ad, da, ac, ca, ab, br, ra},

{ar, ba, rd, aa, dc, cb, ar, bd, ra, ac, da, ab, cr}}3 s-grams3.1 s-gram basisThe lassi�ed s-gram tehnique was introdued as a solution for monolin-gual morphologial and ross-lingual spelling variation problems in IR (Pirkolaet al., 2002) and its performane has been tested with several language pairs(Pirkola et al., 2002; Keskustalo et al., 2003). In the lassi�ed s-gram math-ing tehnique s-grams are divided into ategories (lasses) on the basis of thenumber of the skipped haraters and only the s-grams belonging to the samelass are ompared to eah other. Skip-gram lass indiates the skip lengthused when generating a set of s-grams belonging to a lass. Two or moreskip-gram lasses may also be ombined into more general skip-gram lasses(Pirkola et al., 2002; Keskustalo et al., 2003). The Charater ombination in-dex (CCI) then indiates the set of all the skip-gram lasses to be formed froma string. Di�erent ombinations of skipped haraters an be used. For exam-ple the CCI {{0}, {1, 2}} means that two skip-gram lasses are formed from astring: one with onventional n-grams formed of adjaent haraters and onewith s-grams formed both by skipping one and two haraters. An example offorming the skip-gram lasses is given in Table 1. The largest value in a skip-gram lass is alled the spanning length of the skip-gram lass (Keskustaloet al., 2003), e.g., for skip-gram lass {0, 1}, the spanning length is one.Di�erent skip-gram lasses arry forward di�erent evidene from their hoststring and s-grams an therefore be tuned to handle di�erent phenomena byadjusting the skip-gram lasses. Keskustalo et al. (2003) gives a good pre-sentation on how the skip-gram lasses relate to di�erent variation in stringsfrom the ross-lingual spelling variation point of view. Cross-lingual spellingvariation typially involves single harater insertions, deletions and substitu-tions, or their two-harater ombinations. For example transforming Swedish6



variant heksaklorid into the English hexachloride involves a single insertion(e) and ombinations of deletion and substitution (ks → x) and substitutionand insertion (k → ch) Keskustalo et al. (2003). Therefore it is reasonable touse only skip-gram lasses with spanning length of two or less when mathingross-lingual spelling variants. Also spelling errors typially involve hara-ter substitution, insertion, deletion and reversal errors and their ombinations(Ullman, 1977). The spanning length of s-grams an be restrited to two orless again, as Zamora et al. (1981) have reported that most of the misspelledstrings in text databases only ontain a single error.It is ommon to use padding spaes in the beginning and in the end of thestrings when forming s-grams. The padding helps to get the haraters at thebeginning and at the end of a string properly presented in its s-gram set.For onventional n-grams it is ommon to use a padding of n − 1 haraters(Robertson andWillett, 1998). For s-grams a padding that varies together withthe length of the substring (n) and the number of the skipped haraters anbe used. In aordane with these rules, the set of padded s2,0-grams for thestring abradacabra is: {_a, ab, br, ra, ad, da, ac, ca, ab, br, ra, a_}. Keskustaloet al. (2003) tested with several languages di�erent types of padding spaesfor onventional di-grams, tri-grams and s-di-grams, and found that usingpadding spaes both in the beginning and the end of the words gave the bestresults. However, leaving out the padding spaes an help down-weighting thederivational su�xes and pre�xes, when handling morphologial variation orross-lingual spelling variants in in�eted forms. For example, the use of thebeginning padding only has been found bene�ial for Finnish, whih is anin�etionally omplex su�x language (Pirkola et al., 2002).3.2 Motivating exampleThe typial ditionary-based query translation approah to CLIR has a down-side in the onstant need for updating the ditionaries and in that di�erentditionaries are needed for eah language pair. These features an make theapproah ostly and replaing it by heaper, language independent tehniqueswould be desirable. Between losely related languages that share a high num-ber of ross-lingual spelling variants, approximate string mathing tehniquesan be used for a simpler, fuzzy query translation tehnique. A fuzzy s-gramquery translation between the Sandinavian languages Norwegian and Swedishis explored to give an example of a s-gram mathing appliation. 1 Norwegian
1 Fuzzy translation in CLIR between related languages has reieved some attentionbefore: MNamee and May�eld (2004) studied a fuzzy query translation tehniquebased on omparing the soure language query keys' n-grams diretly to doumentolletion's n-gram index, the results being promising.7



and Swedish are losely related languages that share a high number of ross-lingual spelling variants: around 90 % of the voabularies of the languages aresimilar having only some orthographial and in�etional di�erenes (Baròdalet al., 1997). This provides a good basis for fuzzy translation.The fuzzy query translation experiment was done using adjaent di-grams andlassi�ed s-di-grams for translating Norwegian searh topis to Swedish. Thegoal was to, with fuzzy tehniques, reah translation quality su�ient to en-able e�etive searhing of a Swedish doument olletion and ompetitive withthe ditionary translation. s-grams were formed with two di�erent haraterombination indies: s-gram1's with CCI {{0}, {0, 1}, {1, 2}} and s-gram2'swith CCI {{0}, {1, 2}}. Only the better performing s-gram1's are disussed inthe following. The fuzzy translation was ompared to ditionary-based querytranslation and to monolingual Swedish IR. Also a Norwegian baseline querywas formed to see how muh the fuzzy translation improves the results om-pared to no translation at all.A typial CLIR test setting with the searh topis and test olletion fromCross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) 2003 was used. The CLEF'03 en-vironment inludes doument olletions and a set of 60 searh topis in severallanguages, inluding Swedish (Peters, 2003). The Swedish doument olletionontains 142819 news wire artiles from the Swedish news ageny TT publishedin 1994-1995. As the Norwegian searh topis were not inluded in the CLEFtest environment, the English test topis were translated to Norwegian by anative Norwegian-speaker. The doument olletion and the searh topis werenot morphologially preproessed for the fuzzy translation � the words wereused in the in�eted word forms in whih they appeared in text. The olletionand the topis were nevertheless normalized for the ditionary-based transla-tion and monolingual IR, to ensure hard baselines. The stop words, as well asthe dupliates of words appearing in idential word forms, were removed fromthe searh topis. Finally, six of the searh topis didn't have any relevantdouments in the Swedish doument olletion and were therefore removedfrom the queries. The tests were run with the remaining 54 topis.Test queries were formed from the words of the title and desription �eldsof the test topis (on average 7.5 words after dupliates were removed). Thefuzzy translation was done by translating the Norwegian topis into Swedish bymathing the n- or s-grams of the topi words against the Swedish doumentolletion's index words' n- or s-grams. The three best mathes were seletedas translations for eah word. For the ditionary translation, the GlobalDixditionary by Kielikone Ltd. was used. All the translations for eah topiword were seleted to the query and the queries were strutured aordingto the Pirkola method (Pirkola, 1998). The Norwegian and Swedish baselinequeries were formed diretly from the Norwegian and Swedish topis' words.The performane of the translation tehniques was measured by interpolated8



Table 2Interpolated average preision values (over reall levels 10-100) and the di�erenesbetween the tehniques (%). Statistial signi�ane levels are indiated in the table: *= statistially signi�ant di�erene at level 0.01, ** = statistially highly signi�antdi�erene at level 0,001.Tehnique Nobase Swebase Dibase n-gram s-gram1Average preision 13.38 35.6 28.4 19.6 22.8Di�erene to nobase (%) +112.3** +46.5* +70.4**Di�erene to swebase (%) −20.2 −44.9** −36**Di�erene to dibase (%) −31** −19.7*Di�erene to n-gram (%) +16.3mean average preision over reall levels 10-100 averaged over all queries andas average preision at reall level 10. A preision-reall graph was reatedusing ten reall levels (10-100). The statistial signi�ane of the results wastested using the Wiloxon signed ranks test.The results are presented in Table 2 and in Figure 1. The statistial signi�-ane levels are given in the table. The s-grams ahieved on average 80 % ofthe ditionary baseline's performane and 62 % of the monolingual Swedishbaselines performane. The di�erenes in the tehniques' average preisionsare statistially signi�ant (Table 2). Still, 80 % of ditionary baselines per-formane is a result that shows that s-gram translation is a promising andinteresting query translation tehnique in CLIR between related languages.Espeially so, when the language dependent ditionary translation setting re-quires two morphologial analyzers (Norwegian and Swedish) and a translationditionary to funtion, while the s-gram translation only needs a (language in-dependent) program for produing the s-grams. When omparing the preisionat the higher ranks, i.e., among the 20 and the 50 �rst retrieved douments(DCV at 20 and 50 retrieved douments) and at the 10 % reall level, thedi�erenes between the translation tehniques are not statistially signi�ant.These douments plaed at the top of the result list are the most importantones from the pratial user perspetive.The s-grams learly outperformed the Norwegian baseline, with an averagepreision statistially signi�antly better than that of the Norwegian baseline(Table 2). The high perentual di�erene in performane suggests that thedi�erene also has pratial signi�ane. It an be seen from Figure 1 thatthe s-gram tehnique's preision-reall urve settles learly above the n-gramtehnique's urve at reall levels 10-70 and always learly above the Norwe-gian baseline (nobase). The di�erene in the s- and n-gram tehniques' averagepreision, 16.3 %, is not statistially signi�ant. The fuzzy s-gram translationan be further improved by ombining it to other fuzzy tehniques (see e.g.9
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Fig. 1. Preision-reall graph over ten reall levels 10-100.Toivonen et al. (2005) for a desription of an e�ient fuzzy translation teh-nique for words missing from ditionaries that ombines n-grams to statistialrewriting rules). Therefore, it an be onluded that the s-gram translation isa promising tehnique in query translation between losely related languages.4 Formalizations of n-grams and their proximity funtionsWe begin by brie�y reviewing the basi onepts of formal languages. Wefollow the onventions of Hoproft et al. (2001). Then we de�ne n-grams byfollowing the onventions of Ukkonen (1992). Finally we give two proximityfuntions for strings based on their n-gram overlap. The �rst one is the L1metri originally de�ned for n-grams by Ukkonen (1992) and the seond oneis Jaard's similarity funtion, whih is very often used in IR experimentsinvolving n-grams.4.1 Basi onepts of formal languagesWe de�ne an alphabet Σ as a �nite, non-empty set of symbols. A string is a�nite sequene of symbols from given alphabet. For example, if we have analphabet Σ = {a, b}, then a, b, ab and bba are strings over Σ. There is alsothe empty string ǫ whih does not ontain any symbols. Note that an emptystring an be hosen from any alphabet. The length |w| of a string w is thenumber of positions for symbols in the string. For instane |abba| = 4 and10



|ǫ| = 0. A string v = b1b2 . . . bm is a substring of string w = a1a2 . . . an, m ≤ n,if b1b2 . . . bm = aiai+1 . . . ai+m for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If w = abb, then ǫ, a, ab,
abb, bb and b are substrings of w.If Σ is an alphabet we denote Σk a set of strings over Σ whose length is k.For example, if Σ = {a, b}, then Σ0 = {ǫ}, Σ1 = {a, b}, Σ2 = {aa, ab, ba, bb}and Σ3 = {aaa, aab, aba, baa, abb, bab, bba, bbb}. The set of all strings over analphabet Σ is denoted Σ∗. In other words, Σ∗ = Σ0 ∪ Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ Σ3 ∪ . . ..For strings v and w, their onatenation vw is a string, whih �rst has all thesymbols of v in order of their appearane in v and then all the symbols in win order of their appearane in w. Thus, the onatenation of strings v = abbaand w = babba is vw = abbababba.4.2 De�nitions for n-gramsAs we saw in previous setions, omparing two strings by alulating theoverlap of their ommon substrings of ertain length has a wide range ofappliations in IR. Now we are ready to give formal de�nitions for n-gramsand their seleted proximity funtions.Let Σ be a �nite alphabet. An n-gram is any string w ∈ Σn. For example, if
Σ = {a, b} its di-grams are aa, ab, ba and bb. To be able to derive proximityfuntions between strings based on their n-gram overlap we need the followingde�nition of string's n-gram pro�le (Ukkonen, 1992).De�nition 1 Let w = a1a2 . . . am ∈ Σ∗ and let x ∈ Σn be a n-gram. If
aiai+1 . . . ai+n−1 = x for some i, then w has an ourrene of x. Let G(w)[x]denote the total number of ourrenes of x in w. The n-gram pro�le of w isthe vetor Gn(w) = (G(w)[x]), x ∈ Σn.Now, the distane of the strings an be de�ned as the L1 norm (a.k.a Manhat-tan distane or ity blok distane) of the di�erene of their n-gram pro�les(Ukkonen, 1992).De�nition 2 Let v,w ∈ Σ∗ and n ∈ N

+. The n-gram distane between v and
w is

Dn(v, w) =
∑

x∈Σn

|G(v)[x] − G(w)[x]|. (1)Example 3 Let Σ = {a, b} and v = abba, w = babba ∈ Σ∗. Their di-gram pro�les, listed in lexiographial order of the di-grams, are (0, 1, 1, 1)and (0, 1, 2, 1). Thus, their di-gram distane D2(v, w) = 1. Table 3 lists thedi-grams of strings v and w and all di-grams over alphabet Σ = {a, b}.11



Table 3The di-grams of strings v = abba, w = babba over the alphabet Σ = {a, b}2. Di-grams of v and w are listed in the order of their appearane in the strings andall ourrenes of the di-grams are inluded in the list. Di-grams over Σ are listedin the lexiographial order. The di-gram pro�les of v and w over the alphabet Σare G2(v) = (0, 1, 1, 1) and G2(w) = (0, 1, 2, 1), when the di-grams are ounted inlexiographial order.
v w Σ21 ab ba aa2 bb ab ab3 ba bb ba4 ba bbThe n-gram distane is pseudo metri (Ukkonen, 1992), i.e., for all v, w, x ∈ Σ∗:(1) Dn(v, w) ≥ 0 (non-negativity),(2) Dn(v, w) = Dn(w, v) (symmetry) and(3) Dn(v, w) ≤ Dn(v, x) + Dn(x, w) (triangle inequality).It is not a metri sine Dn(v, w) an be 0 although v 6= w (for example fordi-grams of strings v = abaa and w = aaba). Ukkonen (1992) lists also otherproperties of the n-gram distane whih are here omitted.Another approah to n-gram based string proximity is to alulate similaritybetween two strings instead of distane as in Eq. (1). Indeed, Keskustalo et al.(2003), Pirkola et al. (2002) and Toivonen et al. (2005) used Jaard's formulabased similarity funtion for s-grams. In order to formalize Jaard's formulafor s-gram similarity we �rst de�ne it for ordinary n-grams � but based on

n-gram pro�les rather than n-gram sets.In its basi form, Jaard's formula for measuring the similarity between twosets A and B is written as
J(A, B) =

|A ∩ B|

|A ∪ B|
, (2)where |A| denotes the size of the set A. If A = B, then A ∩ B = A ∪ B,and thus J(A, B) = 1. On the other hand if A and B do not share ommonelements, then A ∩ B = ∅ and J(A, B) = 0.Sine in set theory the dupliate ourrenes of any element in the set aredisarded, the Jaard's formula based n-gram similarity funtion for stringsignores the multiple ourrenes of n-grams. Therefore, instead of n-grampro�le of De�nition 1 we need a binary n-gram pro�le:12



De�nition 4 Let w ∈ Σ∗ and let x ∈ Σn be a n-gram. Let B(w)[x] denotethe ourrenes of string x in w as follows:
B(w)[x] =











1 if G(w)[x] > 0

0 otherwise .The binary n-gram pro�le of w is the binary vetor Bn(w) = (B(w)[x]), x ∈
Σn.With the binary n-gram pro�le of w the Jaard's formula based n-gramsimilarity funtion takes the following form.De�nition 5 Let v and w be non empty strings from Σ∗ and n ∈ N

+. TheJaard's n-gram similarity between v and w is
Jn(v, w) =

∑

x∈Σn B(v)[x]B(w)[x]
∑

x∈Σn (B(v)[x] + B(w)[x] − B(v)[x]B(w)[x])
. (3)Example 6 Let Σ = {a, b} and v = abba, w = babba ∈ Σ∗. Now binary di-gram pro�les of v and w, listed in lexiographial order of the di-grams, are

(0, 1, 1, 1) and (0, 1, 1, 1). Thus their Jaard's di-gram similarity J2(v, w) = 1and therefore the strings v and w are treated as equal (f. Example 3).As we mentioned in the previous setion, it is ommon in IR appliations touse padding spaes around the strings to get the symbols in the beginningand the end of the strings properly represented in the string omparison. Itwas also mentioned that it is ommon to use n− 1 padding spaes around thestrings. Next we show how the padded n-gram omparison of the strings anbe performed. For this purpose we assume a speial padding symbol ♯. Forexample, in text retrieval appliations ♯ ould be thought as a regular spaeharater.Let Σ be a �nite alphabet inluding the padding symbol ♯, n an integer > 0 and
v, w ∈ (Σ \ {♯})∗. Comparing strings v and w based on their n-gram overlapwith, say, n−1 padding spaes in both the beginning and the end of the stringsis performed as follows. Let p be a speial string onsisting only n−1 paddingsymbols, i.e., p ∈ {♯}n−1 (learly p is also in Σ∗). The padded omparison of thestrings v and w is now trivial sine operations Dn(pvp, pwp) and Jn(pvp, pwp)do the job. This follows from the fat that Σn ontains (trivially) all n-gramsof both v and w plus those n-grams whih begin or end n− 1 or less paddingspaes (beause ♯ ∈ Σ). If padding is used only in the begining of the strings,the omparison is performed with Dn(pv, pw) and Jn(pv, pw). The situationwhere padding is used only in the end of the strings is handled orrespondingly.13



5 Formalizations of s-grams and their proximity funtionsWe shall now generalize the de�nition of n-grams by allowing skips between thesymbols of the string w from whih the n-gram is formed, i.e., the de�nition isgeneralized for s-grams. While Keskustalo et al. (2003) only onsider s-gramsof length of two, our de�nitions are for s-grams of any length. We also showhow we get n-grams as speial a ase of our s-gram de�nition.5.1 De�nitions for s-gramsFor simpliity we require that the skips in the s-grams are systematial, i.e., (1)eah skip has equal length and (2) the skips are performed in eah haraterposition. With gram length of 2 and skip of 1 the s2,1-grams of w = abbababbaare ab, ba, bb, aa, bb, ab, and ba.De�nition 7 Let w = a1a2 . . . am ∈ Σ∗, n ∈ N
+ be a gram length, k ∈ N askip length and let x ∈ Σn be an n-gram. If aiai+k+1 . . . ai+(k+1)(n−1) = x forsome i, then w has a sn,k-gram ourrene of x. Let Gk(w)[x] denote the totalnumber of sn,k-gram ourrenes of x in w. The sn,k-gram pro�le of w is thevetor Gn,k(w) = (Gk(w)[x]), x ∈ Σn.Now, the sn,k-gram based L1 norm is de�ned as for n-grams:De�nition 8 Let v,w be strings from Σ∗, n ∈ N
+ be a gram length and k ∈ Na skip length. The sn,k-gram distane between v and w is

Dn,k(v, w) =
∑

x∈Σn

|Gk(v)[x] − Gk(w)[x]|. (4)Example 9 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet and v = aabab, w = babab stringsfrom Σ∗. Their s2,1-gram pro�les, listed in lexiographial order of the s2,1-grams, are (1, 1, 0, 1) and (1, 0, 0, 2). Thus, their s2,1-gram distane D2,1(v, w) =
2. Note that their di-gram distane de�ned in Eq. (1) would be 1. Table 4 liststhe s2,1-grams of strings v and w and all s2,1-grams over alphabet Σ = {a, b}.Note that Eq. (1) is a speial ase of Eq. (4), beause Dn(v, w) = Dn,0(v, w) forall strings v, w ∈ Σ∗. Furthermore, the following theorem shows that distane
Dn,k is a pseudo metri. The theorem is easy to prove and the proof is thusomitted.Theorem 10 For all v, w, x ∈ Σ∗,(1) Dn,k(v, w) ≥ 0 (non-negativity),(2) Dn,k(v, w) = Dn,k(w, v) (symmetry) and14



Table 4The s2,1-grams of strings v = aabab and w = babab from the alphabet Σ = {a, b}.
s2,1-grams of v and w are listed in the order of their appearane in the strings andall ourrenes of the s2,1-grams are inluded in the list. Di-grams over Σ are listedin the lexiographial order. The s2,1-gram pro�les of v and w over the alphabet Σare G2,1(v) = (1, 1, 0, 1) and G2,1(w) = (1, 0, 0, 2), when the s2,1-grams are ountedin lexiographial order.

v w Σ21 ab bb aa2 aa aa ab3 bb bb ba4 bb(3) Dn,k(v, w) ≤ Dn,k(v, x) + Dn,k(x, w) (triangle inequality).Thus also distane Dn,k is pseudo metri. It is not metri, beause Dn(v, w)an be 0 although v 6= w (for example for s2,1-grams of strings v = aaba and
w = aaab).Beause, Keskustalo et al. (2003), Pirkola et al. (2002) and Toivonen et al.(2005) used Jaard's similarity funtion for s-grams it is reasonable to for-malize Jaard's formula also for s-grams. This gives us also another point ofview to s-gram based string proximity using the onept of similarity insteadof distane.The de�nition of Jaard's similarity funtion for s-gram based string math-ing is analogous to that of n-grams. First, we need to de�ne the binary s-grampro�le:De�nition 11 Let w ∈ Σ∗ , n ∈ N

+ be a gram length and k ∈ N a skiplength of the s-grams. Let Bk(w)[x] denote the ourrenes of string x in w asfollows:
Bk(w)[x] =











1 if Gk(w)[x] > 0

0 otherwise .The binary sn,k-gram pro�le of w is the binary vetor Bn,k(w) = (Bk(w)[x]), x ∈
Σn.With the binary sn,k-gram pro�les of strings v and w, the s-gram similarityfuntion based on Jaard's formula takes the following form.De�nition 12 Let v and w be non empty strings from Σ∗, n ∈ N

+ a gram15



length and k ∈ N a skip length. The Jaard's s-gram similarity between v and
w is

Jn,k(v, w) =

∑

x∈Σn Bk(v)[x]Bk(w)[x]
∑

x∈Σn (Bk(v)[x] + Bk(w)[x] − Bk(v)[x]Bk(w)[x])
. (5)Example 13 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet and v = aabab, w = babab stringsfrom Σ∗. Their binary s2,1-gram pro�les, listed in lexiographial order of the

s2,1-grams, are (1, 1, 0, 1) and (1, 0, 0, 1). Thus, their Jaard's s2,1-gram sim-ilarity J2,1(v, w) = 2/3 (f. Example 9). Note that their Jaard's di-gramdistane de�ned in Eq. (3) would also be 2/3.Note that Eq. (3) is a speial ase of Eq. (5), beause Jn(v, w) = Jn,0(v, w) forall strings v, w ∈ Σ∗.As with n-grams, it is also ommon with s-grams to use padding spaes aroundthe strings to get the symbols in the beginning and the end properly repre-sented in string omparison. The approah illustrated in the previous se-tion for n-grams also works with s-grams, and therefore it is not repeatedhere. However, it should be noted that with s-grams it is ommon to use
(k + 1)(n − 1) padding spaes around the strings instead of n − 1 (i.e, thelength of the padding string p is (k + 1)(n − 1)).5.2 Skip-gram lasses and their proximity funtionsPirkola et al. (2002) and Keskustalo et al. (2003) found that the s-grammath-ing performane is improved when the s-gram sets of two strings are produedin several di�erent ways and lassi�ed so that the similarity in eah skip-gram lass is omputed separately. The evidene from the di�erent skip-gramlasses is then ombined for the omparison of the strings. Therefore, we willnow begin the formulation skip-gram lasses and their proximity funtions.De�nition 14 The skip-gram lass of skip lengths, or shortly skip-gram lass,is a set C ∈ P(N). Charater Combination Index (CCI) is a set of skip-gramlasses, i.e., a set C ∈ P(P(N)). If we want to refer to s-grams of length n inertain skip-gram lass C we will simply write sn,C-gram.De�nition 15 Let w ∈ Σ∗, C ∈ P(N) a skip-gram lass and x ∈ Σn. Let
GC(w)[x] =

∑

k∈C Gk(w)[x]. The skip-gram lass pro�le of w is the vetor
GC(w) = (GC(w)[x]), x ∈ Σn. In other words, Gn,C(w) =

∑

k∈C Gn,k(w).The next de�nition gives the L1 norm for skip-gram lasses:De�nition 16 Let v,w be strings in Σ∗, n ∈ N
+ be a gram length and C ∈16



P(N) a skip-gram lass. The skip-gram lass distane between v and w is
Dn,C(v, w) =

∑

x∈Σn

|GC(v)[x] − GC(w)[x]|. (6)Example 17 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet and v = aabab, w = babab stringsfrom Σ∗. Their s2,{0,1}-skip-gram lass pro�les, listed in lexiographial orderof the s2,0-grams and s2,1-grams, are (2, 3, 1, 1) and (1, 2, 2, 2). Thus, their
s2,{0,1}-skip-gram lass distane D2,{0,1}(v, w) = 4.Note that we an alulate Eq. (4) with Eq. (6), beause Dn,k(v, w) = Dn,{k}(v, w)for all strings v, w ∈ Σ∗. Espeially n-gram distane of Eq. (1) between strings
v and w is given by Dn,{0}(v, w).Aording to the following theorem also skip-gram lass distane is a pseudometri. Again, the proof is obvious and thus omitted.Theorem 18 For all v, w, x ∈ Σ∗,(1) Dn,C(v, w) ≥ 0 (non-negativity),(2) Dn,C(v, w) = Dn,C(w, v) (symmetry) and(3) Dn,C(v, w) ≤ Dn,C(v, x) + Dn,C(x, w) (triangle inequality).Next we want to derive the Jaard's similarity funtion for gram lass basedstring mathing analogous for previous Jaard's formulas. Again, this requiresus to de�ne a binary skip-gram lass pro�le.De�nition 19 Let w ∈ Σ∗, and C ∈ P(N) a skip-gram lass and x ∈ Σn. Let

BC(w)[x] =











1 if GC(w)[x] ≥ 0

0 otherwise .The binary skip-gram lass pro�le of w is the binary vetor Bn,C(w) = (BC(w)[x]), x ∈
Σn.The Jaard's formula based s-gram similarity using binary gram-lass pro�lesof strings an now be de�ned like Jaard's similarities earlier.De�nition 20 Let v and w be non empty strings from Σ∗, n ∈ N

+ be agram length and C ∈ P(N) a skip-gram lass. The Jaard's skip-gram lasssimilarity between v and w is
Jn,C(v, w) =

∑

x∈Σn BC(v)[x]BC(w)[x]
∑

x∈Σn (BC(v)[x] + BC(w)[x] − BC(v)[x]BC(w)[x])
. (7)17



Example 21 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet and v = aabab, w = babab stringsfrom Σ∗. Their binary s2,{0,1}-skip-gram lass pro�les, listed in lexiographialorder of the s2,0-grams and s2,1-grams, are (1, 1, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1, 1). Thus,their s2,{0,1}-skip-gram lass similarity is J2,{0,1}(v, w) = 1. Therefore, aord-ing to the Jaard's skip-gram lass similarity, strings v and w are equal. Thisis a notable di�erene to the L1 norm between v and w alulated in Example17.Note again that we an alulate Eq. (5) with Eq. (7), beause Jn,k(v, w) =
Jn,{k}(v, w) for all strings v, w ∈ Σ∗. Espeially n-gram similarity of Eq. (3)between strings v and w is given by Jn,{0}(v, w).Finally, we de�ne a proximity funtions for strings based on their total s-gramoverlap in given set of skip-gram lasses spei�ed by a CCI.5.3 CCI-based string proximityIn (Pirkola et al., 2002; Keskustalo et al., 2003) the �nal similarity funtionfor s-grams was based on the Charater Combination Index (CCI) and anextension of Jaard's formula. The idea was to alulate the Jaard similarityin eah skip-gram lass and then to ombine the similaries in a novel way toan overall similarity funtion. In this setion we shall ontinue our approahfrom preeeding setions by, �rstly, de�ning a distane funtion for two stringsbased on their s-gram pro�les and the given CCI, and seondly, binarizingthese pro�les and de�ning (preisely) the Jaard style similarity funtion forthe same situation. As we shall see though some examples, the two funtionsmay give quite di�erent results. This is due to the distane funtion ountingeah ourrene of any s-gram and the similarity funtion only ounting one,beause it is set oriented. Only the latter has so far been experimentally testedin the ase of s-grams.De�nition 22 Let v and w be strings in Σ∗ and C ∈ P(P(N)) a haraterombination index. The distane Dn,C (v, w) of v and w with regard to C isde�ned as the average distane of their skip-gram lass distanes, i.e.,

Dn,C (v, w) =
1

|C |

∑

C∈C

Dn,C(v, w). (8)Example 23 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet, v = abbababba, w = baabaabastrings from Σ∗ and C = {{0, 1}, {2}} a CCI. To alulate the distane
D2,C (v, w), we �rst need to alulate the skip-gram lass distanes D2,{0,1}(v, w)and D2,{2}(v, w). The skip-gram lass pro�les listed in lexiographial order ofthe s-grams are for string v G2,{0,1}(v) = (1, 5, 5, 4) and G2,{2}(v) = (2, 1, 1, 2),and for string w G2,{0,1}(w) = (4, 4, 5, 0) and G2,{2}(w) = (3, 0, 0, 2). Thus,18



D2,C (v, w)=
1

|C |

∑

C∈C

D2,C(v, w)

=
D2,{0,1}(v, w) + D2,{2}(v, w)

|{{0, 1}, {2}}|

=
8 + 3

2
= 5.5.The advantage of using average distane in the above de�nition is that the CCIdistane remains as a pseudo metri. However, the CCI distane Dn,C (v, w)has never been empirially tested. Instead, the following de�nition gives aproximity funtion loosely on based Jaard's formula that is used by Pirkolaet al. (2002) and Keskustalo et al. (2003) for skip-gram lass based stringomparison.De�nition 24 Let v and w be non empty strings over an alphabet Σ, n ∈ Nand C ∈ P(P(N)) a CCI. The similarity Sn,C (v, w) of v and w with regard toCCI C is

Sn,C (v, w) =

∑

C∈C

∑

x∈Σn BC(v)[x]BC(w)[x]
∑

C∈C

∑

x∈Σn (BC(v)[x] + BC(w)[x] − BC(v)[x]BC(w)[x])
.(9)Example 25 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet, v = abbababba, w = baabaabastrings from Σ∗ and C = {{0, 1}, {2}} a CCI. To alulate the similarity

S2,C (v, w), we need to alulate the binary skip-gram lass pro�les. The pro-�les, listed in lexiographial order of the s-grams, for string v are B2,{0,1}(v) =
(1, 1, 1, 1), B2,{2}(v) = (1, 1, 1, 1), and for string w are B2,{0,1}(w) = (1, 1, 1, 0),
B2,{2}(w) = (1, 0, 0, 1) Thus,

S2,C (v, w)=

∑

C∈C

∑

x∈Σ2 BC(v)[x]BC(w)[x]
∑

C∈C

∑

x∈Σ2 (BC(v)[x] + BC(w)[x] − BC(v)[x]BC(w)[x])

=
(1 + 1 + 1 + 0) + (1 + 0 + 0 + 1)

(1 + 1 + 1 + 1) + (1 + 1 + 1 + 1)

=
5

8
= 0.625.We gave the similarity funtion of Eq. (9) by onvention, following Pirkolaet al. (2002) and Keskustalo et al. (2003). However, this hoie for similarityfuntion for CCI based string mathing is not the most intuitive one. There-fore, we propose a new, simpler similarity funtion alulated as an average ofthe skip-gram lasses of the CCI, in the spirit of Eq. (8).De�nition 26 Let v and w be non empty strings from Σ∗ and C ∈ P(P(N)) a19



harater ombination index. The similarity S ′
n,C (v, w) of v and w with regardto CCI C is

S ′
n,C (v, w) =

1

|C |

∑

C∈C

Jn,C(v, w). (10)The similarities given by the Equations 9 and 10 are not far apart but neverthe-less di�erent as the reader may �nd through the simple example onstrutedwith strings aabba and bbab and a CCI C = {{0}, {1}}.We end this setion by noting that following equalities hold between the CCIbased string proximity funtions and s-gram proximity funtions. Let v and wbe strings over an alphabet Σ, n ∈ N
+ a gram length and k ∈ N a skip length.Then(1) Dn,k(v, w) = Dn,{{k}}(v, w) and(2) Jn,k(v, w) = Sn,{{k}}(v, w),where in (2) Sn,{{k}}(v, w) denotes either Eq. (9) or Eq. (10). Thus proximitiesbetween n- and s-grams an be evaluated by using equations (8) � (10) only.6 Disussion and Conlusions

n-grams have been used widely and suessfully for approximate string math-ing in many areas. Reently, Pirkola et al. (2002) devised a novel lassi�ed
s-gram mathing tehnique, where di-grams are formed of both adjaent andnon-adjaent haraters. s-grams have proved suessful in approximate stringmathing aross language boundaries � espeially in mathing proper namesand tehnial terminology. While n-grams have been preisely de�ned, s-grams so far lak suh preise de�nitions. Also their similarity omparisonin (Keskustalo et al., 2003) laks a stringent de�nition. In this paper, we havegiven preise de�nitions both for s-grams and their distane / similarity om-parison.Following established praties in the literature (Ukkonen, 1992) we �rst pre-sented the n-gram pro�les of strings and then their distane measure, the L1metri. This is a well established distane measure, and takes into aountboth the kinds of n-grams two strings ontain, and their number. Based onthis we also de�ned binary n-gram pro�les and the Jaard similarity mea-sure, whih has been popular in IR experiments. As pointed out, this similaritymeasure is weaker than the L1 distane metri beause Jaard is insensitiveto the ounts of eah n-gram in the strings to be ompared.20



Turning to s-grams, we provided novel de�nitions of s-gram pro�les and ex-tended the the L1 distane metri for them. We gave de�nitions for simple
s-gram pro�les and distanes and progressively extended them to skip-gramlasses and olletions of skip-gram lasses (as spei�ed by the CCI). The
s-gram pro�les were also redued in eah ase to binary pro�les in order topreisely de�ne the (extended) Jaard similarity funtions for s-grams in eahase. Again, as pointed out, the extended L1 distane metris may be laimedstronger than the orresponding Jaard similarity measures beause the Ja-ard measures are insensitive to the ounts of eah n-gram in the strings to beompared. Interestingly, the L1 distane metris have never been employed inIR experiments based on s-grams. Their greater strength in measuring stringproximity suggests their potential for IR experiments, whih are planned forin our forthoming researh.Pirkola et al. (2002) only onsidered s-di-grams, whih entails one skippingpossibility between the two haraters. Our de�nitions were for general s-grams with multiple skipping positions and onstant skip length. Unfortu-nately, at the sub-word harater string level, we do not know of text retrievalappliations of sn,k-grams for n > 2.Finally, we showed that n-gram similarity / distane omputations are speialases of our generalized de�nitions. In fat, all s-gram and n-gram distaneomputations may be arried out by Eq. (8) and their Jaard similarities byEq. (9) or Eq. (10).The size of the n-gram index has been pointed out as a ritial fator in theirappliation (Califano and Rigoutsos, 1993; MNamee and May�eld, 2004),where the determining fators are the size of the symbol set, and n-gramlength, whih determine the length of the pro�le vetors per objet (i.e. word,text, biologial sequene). In our ase, a further ompliation arises from theskip-gram lasses as eah lass requires its own pro�le. However, in the presentproblem area, foussing on s-grams for mono-lingual and ross-language wordmathing, the symbol set Σ typially has less than 30 symbols, the gram lengthtypially is 2 and the CCI C ontains 2 � 3 lasses. With suh values the s-grampro�le size per keyword (= |C ||Σn|) remains under 2 KB per keyword whihis very reasonable. Reall that the keyword index takes, for eah keyword,the keyword length and the address list length, whih is governed by addressspei�ity, address length, and the database size (word ount).At a more general level, our strong belief is that popular proximity mea-sures need preise de�nitions. This fosters an understanding of their relativestrengths (e.g. the L1 distane metri being stronger than the Jaard mea-sure) and their onsistent implementation and appliation. Our de�nitionswere developed in a bottom-upmanner, only assuming harater strings (basedon some alphabet) and elementary mathematial onepts.21
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